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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the solution of systems of linear equations Txxx  = b~,, 
where { Tx } x, r:~ denotes a sequence of nonsingula r nonsymmet ric Toeplitz matrices aris- 
ing from a generating function of the Wiener class. We present a technique for the fast 
construction of optimal trigonometric preconditioners Mx = M~,(T'x Tx) of the corres- 
ponding normal equation which can be extended to Toeplitz least squares problems in 
a straighttbrward way. Moreover. we prove that the spectrum of the preconditioned 
matrix M,¢ t T'~, Tx is clustered at I such that the PCG-method applied to the normal 
equation converges uperlinearly. Numerical tests confirm the theoretical expectations. 
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I. Introduction 
Consider the system of linear equations 
TNX,v -" bN, 
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where TN E R N'N denotes a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix. Toeplitz systems arise 
in a variety of applications in mathematics and engineering (see [10] and the 
references therein). While there exist fast and stable direct Toeplitz solvers 
for Hermitian positive definite Toeplitz matrices TN, the non-Hermitian case 
requires additional effort (see e.g. [22]). Iterative methods like GMRES and 
CG often provide a fast solution of Eq. (1.1) if they are applied in connection 
with preconditioning techniques [1,10,31]. In particular, these methods profit 
from the fact that the vector multiplication with the Toeplitz matrix TN in each 
iteration step can be computed with O(N log N) arithmetical operations by 
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Clearly, the multiplication with the 
preconditioned matrix should have the same or smaller arithmetic complexity. 
Two types of preconditioners are mainly exploited for linear Toeplitz systems, 
namely optimal (Ces~iro)circulant preconditioners MN = CN(TN) [14] and 
more simple so-called "Strang" circulant preconditioners MN = SN(TN) [12]. 
One reason for the choice of circulant preconditioners is the fact that circulant 
matrices can be diagonalized by the Fourier matrix FN := 1 / "tl~(a-2nijk/N~N-I 
• ' " "  v"  J j , ,=0 '  
where the multiplication of a vector with FN takes only O(N log N) arithmeti- 
cal operations. Moreover, under certain assumptions on the generating func- 
tion of TN (see [13,34]), it can be proved that the singular values of M~iTN 
are clustered at 1. For non-Hermitian TN, this results in a superlinear conver- 
gence of the CG-method applied to the system 
(MN I TN)*(MN ! TN)XN = (MN ! TN)*MNIbN. (1.2) 
To our knowledge, up to now, for non-Hermitian Toeplitz systems and Toep- 
iitz least squares problems only circulant preconditioners were constructed. See 
[13,8] for circulant preconditioners with respect to some kind of normal equa- 
tion (I.2), [9] tbr so-called isplacement preconditioners and [15]. Note that 
another approach to the solution of Eq. (1.1) uses relations between Toep- 
litz-like matrices and Cauchy-like matrices [16,25]. When we finished the paper, 
we became aware of new results of Tyrtyshnikov et al. [35] concerning the con- 
vergence behaviour of the preconditioned GMRES-method which avoids the 
transition of Eq. (I.1) to the normal equation. However, the preconditioners 
are again (improved) circulants, which were constructed with respect o TN. 
In this paper, we restrict our attention to nomymmetric real Toeplitz 
matrices TN. Here, it seems to be natural, to replace the circulant matrices 
by matrices which are diagonalizable by some real trigonometric matrices. In 
this way, arithmetic with complex numbers can be completely avoided. Of 
course, the commonly used trigonometric transforms are closely related to 
the Fourier transtbrm. Indeed, for symmetric Toeplitz matrices TN with 
positive continuous 2rr-periodic generating functions, trigonometric precondi- 
tioning significantly accelates the convergence of the CG-method (see [3-5, 
7,11,19,24]). 
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In this paper, we suggest the solution of Eq. (1.1) by applying the CG-method 
to the preconditioned normal equation 
M; '  T' N TNXN = M; '  T'NbN, 
where in contrast o Eq. (1.2), MN = MN(T' N TN) denotes the optimal precon- 
ditioner with respect o T' N IN. We demonstrate hat the construction of such 
optimal preconditioners can be realized with only O(N log N) arithmetical op- 
erations despite the fact that T' N TN is no longer a Toeplitz matrix. We prove 
that under certain assumptions on TN the eigenvalues of M~, ! T' N TN are clus- 
tered at I. Although our approach works in exactly the same way for different 
trigonometric transforms, we prefer to investigate the DCT-II preconditioner 
in detail and add only few facts concerning the other trigonometric precondi- 
tioners. We hope that our notation makes the approach for other trigonomet- 
ric preconditioners immediately clear. Numerical tests were performed for the 
different rigonometric preconditioners. In all examples our preconditioning 
was superior over the method (1.2) with an optimal trigonometric precondi- 
tioner MN( I N ) of IN. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the basic matrix no- 
tation. In Section 3, we study the relations between trigonometric transforms 
and Toeplitz matrices. In particular, we introduce a method for the fast vector 
multiplication with real nonsymmetric Toeplitz matrices based on real trigono- 
metric transforms. In Section 4, we introduce optimal trigonometric prccondi- 
tioners. Section 5 is concerned with the proof that the eigenvalues of the 
preconditioned matrix M~,~T'N TN are clustered at I. In Section 6, we present 
the fast construction of the optimal preconditioner. Finally, Section 7 confirms 
the theoretical expectations by numerical tests. 
2. Notation 
For the sake of clarity, we collect the matrix notation in this preliminary 
section. Let aN := (a0,... ,aN-l)', bN := (bo,...,  bN-I)' and let ON be the vector 
consisting of N zeros• Here A' is the transpose of A. By IN we denote the (N,N)- 
identity matrix and by ek C= R N the kth identity vector• To describe Toeplitz and 
Hankel matrices, we use the following notation: 
toeplitz(a', b') := 
tl 0 a l  • • • aN-2  aN-  ! 
b~ ao ... aN-3 aN-2 
• • • • " , 
bN-2 bN-3 ... a0 al 
\ bN-I bN-z ... bl ao 
(with ao = b0), 
stoeplitz a': symmetric Toeplitz matrix with first row a', 
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atoeplitz a': antisymmetric Toeplitz matri~ with first row a', where ao = O, 
¢' ao a~ . . .  ax-2 aN-! '~ 
a~ a,. . . .  aN_~ bN-2 
hankel(a', b'):= 
aN-2 aN-! . . .  b2 bl 
aN-I bN-2  . . .  bl bo / 
shankel a': persymmetric Hankel matrix with first row a', 
ahankel a': antipersymmetric Hankel matrix with first row a', where aN_~ = 0. 
Further, we introduce the matrices 
(with aN- I  = bN-l ), 
/i' o,) ZIV, I :__ . . .  • ~ ~N,N+I 
0 . . .  ! 
and 
l ... 0 0 / 
Z~,.., ~ R'v'u -~ I 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 0) 
R t . ~ • • • * 
0 0 ... I 0 
E ~ '~' I.N~I 
• N- !  Let diag a be the diagonal matrix with diagonal a and let 6(A)  := dlag(a~.~)k=o, 
where ak.k is the (k, k)th entry of ,4. By 
N--! 
tr A '-- Zak ,~,  
k =0 
we denote the trace of A. Moreover, we need the following matr ix  norms: 
Spectral  no ,n :  
I!AII., ' -  (maximum of the singular values of`4) ]'2, 
Frohenius norm: 
\ , )I/,. 
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l -norm: 
{¥ } IIAII, := max ~}ai .k I ' k  = O, . . . ,N -  1 . 
j=O 
If it does not make confusion, we use the same notation for the norm of absolute 
summable sequences a = {a~. }ke~ ~ l i, i.e. 
k~Z 
3. TrigonometricAransforms and Toeplitz matrices 
We introduce four discrete sine transforms (DST) and four discrete cosine 
transforms (DCT) as classified by Wang [36]: 
and 
DCT-I"  C,t~+l "= ~V~,k COS N ]j.k:0 
DCT-II  • Ct~ " -  j (2k  + l)rt 
,, . -  e~' cos 2N , j.k=o 
DCT- I I I • rzz~ ' l~ '¥'~, . . , ,  ,=  (c,) 
E [~N+ I.N+ i 
E [y~N..V 
DCT- IV '  C tt" " - -  
N "~ 
cos (2j + l)(2k + I /z E I~ N''v 
4N i.k :0 
DST- I "  S / _ I  . -  sin (j + l)(k + I)n RN_.I,N_ I 
N /j ,k -=:0 
DST-I I" S~ := c~+ I sin E R '~''~, 
2N / j,k= o 
DST-II I  " '~"N~Ill :-- (S  NIl) t E [~N.N, 
DST-IV" S~ := sin (2j + l)(2k + I)rc N-~ 
4N /j.k:0 
E [~N.N 
,]V '~' l / x /2  (k O,N)  and ~:k := 1, otherwise. We refer to the corres- where ~'k: :  
ponding transforms as tr igonometr ic  transforms. It is well-known that the 
above matrices are orthogonal and that the vector multiplication with any of 
these matrices takes only O(N log N) arithmetical operations. Fortunately, 
there exist implementations of algorithms for the vector multiplication with 
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the above sine and cosine matrices, for example a C-implementation based on 
I2,311. 
Moreover, we use the slightly modified DCT-I and DST-I matrices 
_ N )j,k=0' S~-!  := sin j,k=l 
and the slightly modified DCT-III and DST-III matrices 
i%" ( )' := (~ ~os 
(2j + l)krc) N-! 
2N j,k =o 
~'N := (~+l)  2 sin (2j 
+ t)(k + l)~ N- ,  
] 2N j,k :o  
Then 
~,i ~,~+ __ N IN+l. 
N+I I -- 2 
(3.1) 
Theorem 3.1. There exist the jbllowing relations between trigonometric trans- 
forms and Toeplitz matrices: 
(i) DCT-I and DST-I: 
, I D C I RN =½ stoeplitz(ao,.. ,aN-2) RNCN+I N~.t 
+ ½ shankel(a2,..., aN-2,0, 0), 
Stn_, R'n D RNS~_ I = ~ stoeplitz(ao,... ,aN-2) 
- "shankel(a,, aN-.,., 0, 0), 
2 *" " ' ° * )  
R'nCtn+! b RNS~_, = ½ atoeplitz(0,a,,... ,aN-2) 
+-I., ahankel(a2, . . . ,  aN-i, 0), 
t i S~. i R N b CN+iRs = - ½ atoeplitz(0,al, . . . .  aN-2) 
+ ½ ahankel(a2, ... ,aN-I, 0) 
with 
O := diag(do,..., ds)', b "= diag(0, d l , . . . ,  dN--i, 0)', 
(do,... ,dN)' "t := C~v~t (ao,.. . ,  aN-2, 0, 0)', 
)' "' ( , , , ,  . a~_ ,  . (~ , , . .  ~ , :=  S~_ ,  . .  , 
(ii) DCT-II and DST-H: 
with 
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(f , , ,~' , /, =½ ., 
" N J ZN.2 D Z~,2C N stoep]itz(ao,., aN-Z) 
+ ½ shankel(al,..., aN-j,  0), 
' 
ZN, z D ZNaS N = ½ stoeplitz(ao,..., aN-j) 
_ !shankel(al, aN-z O) 
(C~)'  Z '  b ZN,zS~ : ~ atoeplitz(0,a, aN-Z) N.2  _ ~"  • • 
+ -~ ahankel(az,..., aN-j, 0), 
(S~)'  Z'N,I b ZN,2 CN = " --~z atoeplitz(O az, ... , aN-Z ) 
+ ½ ahankel(az,..., aN-j, O) 
O := d iag(do , . . . ,  dN)', b := diag(0, dz , . . . ,  dN-,, 0)', 
(do, . . . ,dN)' - /  := C'N+Z (ao,. . . ,aN-z,O)' ,  
(~Z,...,~N_l)t :__SN_I (Ol,. . ~ l  .,aN-I .)t 
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(iii) DCT- IV  and DST-IV:  
with 
CW O C~' -~ stoeplitz(a0, . ,  aN-l) -b 1 ahankel(al , 0) N ~-  " .  ~ . . .  aN- - l~  
S~" D S~" = ½ stoeplitz(ao,... ,a,v_~ ) - ~ ahankel(al,... ,aN-l, 0), 
C~" b S~' = ½ atoeplitz(0,a~,... ,aN-,) + ~ shank¢l(az,., aN-z,0), 
Sty Dr, i t  -~atoeplitz(0,al, .. aN z)+~shankel(al, a~,_i,0) 
N " N  : " ' - . " ' ' '  
O := diag(do,..., dN-, )', b :- diag(do,..., t)N-, )', 
(do , . . .  , dN- , )' r "  ., )' :-- ""N ( t /0~ • • aN-I ; 
([lo,. . . ,~tN-i )' := "N~m (al, . . . ,aN-i,O)'. 
Note that for fixed diagonal matrices D, D, the above decompositions_into a 
Toeplitz and a Hankel matrix are not unique. 
Proof. We restrict he proof to the DCT-II. To simplify the notation, we drop 
the index N and set C := ZN.2C~ and D := diag(d0,... ,dN)'. Then by 
cos ~ cos/~ = ' cos(~ - /~)  + ' cos(~ +/~),  
the (u, v)-entry of the matrix C'DC is 
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I 2 ~ (e.~)2 d, cos (c'oc),,.,. =5. ~¢ ,=o N 
1 2 ~ (~:~v)2 dkcos +~ ~=,, 
(ll + 1) + 1 )kn 
N 
or equivalently, since - ( - l ) " - "ds  = (-l)"+"+lds for arbitrary ds ~ l~, 
1 2 ~ (~): d~ cos (C'OC),,.,. =?2 ~ ,=,, 
(u -  v)kzr 
N 
12  s Z/  Sx2 
+2 N ,::o re'* ) dk cos 
(u + c + I)kTr 
N 
Choosing dN E E such that 
N 
~-'~(~:~)2 dk(- I ) '  -- 0, 
k=0 
we get by symmetry properties of cosine function that 
C'D C = ½ stoeplitz(a0, . . . .  as-i) + ½ shankel(al, . . . .  aN-t, 0), 
where 
(ao, . ,aN ,O) '  N"  .. , = C~, ,  (d,, . . . .  ,dN)', 
i.e. by Eq. (3.1) 
(do ., du )' " I (ao , aN ..... 0)' ~'"  : C IN+I  , ' ' '  I~ • 
The other decomposition relations follow in a similar way by application of 
s in0ts in f l=~cos(~- f l )  - [cos(~+/ ' l )  and s in~cos f l -~s in (~- f l )  
+½sin (~ + [I). i--1 " 
Theorem 3.1 provides a new method for the fast multiplication of a real vector 
with a real nonsymmetric Toeplitz matrix that avoids the complex arithmetic 
which comes into the play if we exploit the usual FFT-based method for the 
fast vector - Toeplitz matrix multiplication. 
Corollary 3.2 (Fast vector multiplication with nonsymmetric Toeplitz matri- 
ces). Let 
,~N-I r -= rs := (tj ~,;~.,, 
: toeplitz((to,/ i . . . .  , t-i:¢-ii), (to,/ I ,  . . . .  t s - i ) )  
. ,  
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be given and let C := ZN.2C~{, S := ZN.IS~. Then 
r = ~ ( r  + r ')  + ' ( r  - r ' )  = C'DC + S 'DS + c 'bs  - s 'bc ,  
where 
D := diag(&,.. .  ,tiN)', b := diag(0, dl, . . . .  d,,v_ ~, 0)', 
(d0,.. ,dr)' -t ( fi + t_l tN-I -k- t-(x-I) o ) 
• :=C~,~I to, 2 " " '  9 , 
(' )' 
(al,.. d,v_, :=S~-,  2 ' " "  2 " 
• ,  , ) t  - I  - !  - -  t l  t - (N - I )  - -  IN-I 
The vector multiplication with T requh'es e.~cept of O(N) additions 
one DCT-I and one DST-I to buiM D and D in a precomputation step, 
one DCT-H and one DST-IL 
foul" multiplications of vectors with diagonal matrh'es, 
one DCT-III and one DST-III of the vectors DCx + DSx and DSx-  DCx, 
respectively, and takes therelbre onh, O(N log N) arithmetk'al operations. 
Clearly, by Theorem 3.1, we can formulate similar algorithms for the fast mul- 
tiplication of vectors with Toeplitz or Hankel matrices with respect o the other 
trigonometric transforms• Typewriting this paper, we got a ps-file of a paper of 
Heinig and Rost [18], which contains results in a similar direction as presented 
in this section• Following the hint of one of the referees, we realized that rep- 
resentations of symmetric Toeplitz matrices based on DCT-I and DST-I were 
also given in Refs. [20,21,23]. 
4. Optimal trigonometric preconditioners 
We are concerned with the solution of the system of linear equations 
TNXN -- bN 
with a nonsingular nonsymmetric Toeplitz matrix TN E R ,VN. We intend to 
solve the o ormal equation 
T'N TNXN = TI~bN (4•!) 
by the CG-method. In Section 7, we will see that with a good preconditioner at
hand, tbis can be realized in a fast way. There are several requirements on a 
preconditioner Ms of Eq. (4.1) resulting from the construction and the conver- 
gence behaviour of the CG-method as well as from the fact that the vector mul- 
tiplication with TN requires only O(N log N) arithmetical operations. 
Therefore, we are looking for a preconditioner with the following properties: 
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(PI) M,~ is symmetric and positive definite such that the bilinear form 
(XN,YN)MN '-- XNMNYN 
arising in the left preconditioned CG-method is symmetric and 
positive definite, too. 
(P2) The spectrum of MN I T N TN is clustered at 1. 
{P3) The vector multiplication with MN can  be computed with O(N log N) 
arithmetical operations. 
(P4) The construction of MN takes only O(N log N) arithmetical operations. 
Having property (P3) in mind, a straightforward i ea consists in choosin,~ MN 
from an algebra 
"~/ON := {O'N(diag d)ON:d E R N } (4.2) 
of matrices which are diagonalizable by some orthogonal matrix ON, where ON 
has the additional property that its vector multiplication requires only 
O(N log N) arithmetical operations. As orthogonal matrices, we will use the 
trigonometric matrices of the previous section which are closely related to 
the Fourier matrix FN, but have the advantage of purely real entries. More- 
over, if we choose MN E ~q/ON as so-called optimal preconditioner of T N TN, 
then we will see that under certain assumptions on TN, the properties (PI), 
(P2) and (P4) are also fulfilled. For AN E ~N,N the matrix MN(AN) is called 
an optimal precomlitioner of AN in ,dON [14] if 
IIMN(AN)- ANIIF = min{llBN - ANIIF: BN E 'q/O,' }" (4.3) 
If ON is one of the orthogonal matrices which correspond to the DST-I, DST- 
II, DCT-II, DST-IV or DCT-IV, respectively, then MN is said to be an optimal 
trigonometric preconditioner of AN. The choice of the Frobenius norm in defi- 
nition (4.3) results from the fact that the Frobenius norm is induced by an inner 
product of R N'N 
N- I  
(AN, BN) "= tr(a~vBN)= Y~aj.kbj.k. (4.4) 
,j.k :=0 
In particular, we have 
IION'4NO NIIF = tr(ONANO'NONANO~N)= tr(ANAN) = IIANII .. (4,5) 
The following lemma describes the optimal preconditioner of T N TN in two dif- 
ferent ways. 
Lemma 4.1. Let AN E •N.N and let ,40, be defined by Eq. (4.2) with respect to 
some orthogonal matrix ON. Then the opt#hal preconditioner ofAN is given by 
MN(AN) = O'N6(ONANOCN)ON. (4.6) 
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I f  {B0,... ,BN-I} denotes a basis of ~[ON, then an alternative description of 
MN(AN) reads as 
N-I 
MN(AN) :=  ZO~kBk, , (4.7) 
k=O 
" ' '7  )? where the coefficient vector o~ := (~, OtN-1 is determined by 
Go[ - -  ~, := ((B,, B )~N-I. B:= ((AN, J ,j:0 
Proof. 1. By Eq. (4.5), it follows for MN := O'N(diag d)ON e. z¢O~ that 
IIMN -- ANIIF = I ld iag d-  ONANO'NIIF 
which implies Eq. (4.6) by the definition of the optimal preconditioner. 
2. The computation of the optimal preconditioner of AN in don is equi- 
valent with the computation of the element of best approximation of AN in 
the linear subspace don of the Hilbert space •N,N equipped with the inner 
product (4.4). This can be done by the Galerkin approach (4.7). [:3 
Now it is easy to verify that an optimal preconditioner of T~v TN satisfies 
property (PI). 
Corollary 4.2. Let AN E R N'N be a symmetric positive definite matrix and let 
~o~ be defined by Eq. (4.2) with respect o some orthogonal matrix ON. Then 
the optimal preconditioner M~, = MN(AN) is also symmetric and positive 
definite. 
For the proof of Corollary 4.2 and in connection with Eq. (4.6) see for ex- 
ample [32,20]. 
5. Clusters of eigenvalues 
Let C2~ denote the 3anach space of 27r-periodic complex-valued functions 
equipped with the usual norm ][. I[~. Ir~ this section, we are only interested in 
functions f = fR + iji E C2~ with reai Fourier coefficients 
,/ tk := ~ .f(x)e -i~:~ dx 
--Tt 
(k Z), 
where we suppose that the real and the imaginary part of f 
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~C 
A = to + ~Ct ,  + t_,) cos kx, 
k=! 
Ji = ~( tk  - t-k) sin kx 
k=! 
do not vanish, respectively. Moreover, we assume that ~ttk }k~Z ~ 1~, such that f
belongs to the Wiener class. Consider the N th ToeFtitz matrix corresponding to 
the generating function f
TN := toeplitz((t0, t_ i , . . . ,  t_lN_il), (t0, h , . . . ,  tN-I)). 
It is well-known that the singular values of TN are distributed as Ifl [27]. Note 
that the above result was extended to functions f E L~,~ 3 Cz,~ in [34]. 
. N-,V bease-  The following definition is due to Tyrtyshnikov [34]. Let /trk /k:~ 
quence of real numbers and let ~,s(e) denote the number of those among 
O. kN (k = 1,. . . ,  N) which are outside the e-ball centred at p. If ;'N(e) < K(e), 
where K(e) is independent of N, then p is called a proper cluster. In this sense, 
we say that the values tr~Vk are clustered at p. 
In the following, we restrict our attention to preconditioners of .~¢c". By 
Theorem 3.1, the approach for the preconditioners with respect o the i)ST- 
I, the DST-II, the DST-IV and the DCT-IV follows the same lines. Let 
C = CN := ZN.2C~ and S = SN "= ZN,IS~. Regarding Theorem 3.1(ii), we as- 
sociate with the sequence { TN }Ne~ of Toeplitz matrices a sequence {HN }Ne~ of 
Hankel matrices 
HN := hankel((t . . . .  ,t_,N_ll,O),(tl,...,tN_l,O)). 
Let '[~fN denote the optimal preconditioner of T' TN with respect to the N 
DCT-II, i.e. 
M,v (C~'" u ,  • = ) ~(C~ r~ r~(c~) ' )c~.  (5.1) 
In this section, we prove that under certain assumptions on TN, the eigenvalues 
of the preconditioned matrix M~v I T~v TN are clustered at 1. We follow the lines 
of Chan. First, we show that for all ~ > 0 and N sufficiently large, the matrix 
T~v TN - M~ splits into a matrix of low rank independent of N and a matrix 
with spectral norm smaller than ~:. Then we apply Cauchy's interlace theorem 
to verify that the eigenvalues of 
M;,'(r~, r~ - M~/= M~,' r~ r~ - !~ 
are clustered at 0. Again, we drop the index N, if the dimension of the matrices 
follows from the context. 
In preparation of Theorem 5.3, we provide the following two lemmata. 
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Lemma 5.1. Let a = {ak }~=o E l l  and b = {bk }k~O EI I .  Then, for all e > O, there 
exists m = re(e,) such that for all N >f 2m the Hankel matrix 
H := hankel((ao, a l , . . .  ,as-! + bN-I), (bo, bl,...,aN--! + bN-I)) 
splits as H = Vn + Wn, where 
Wu := hankel((ao,. . .  ,am-l,ON-m), (bo,. . . ,bm-I,ON-m)) 
is a matrix of  rank <~ 2m and where Vtt := H-  Wn satisfies I1VHll2 < e. 
Proof. Since a,b EI i ,  there exists for all ~: > 0 an integer m = m(e) such lhat 
"X~ :X. 
< e,/2, )  lbkl < r../2. 
k:ni k=m 
Now the assertion follows from II Vull-, ~ II v ,  II, < e,/2 + ~/2. r--I 
Lemma 5.2. Let t = {tk }k6~_ e II with Iltll~ - ~ be given. Further let T = Tu and 
H = HN be the corresponding Nth Toeplitz matrix and Nth Hankel matrix, 
respectively. Then, ]'or all e, > 0, there exists m = m(~) such that ]'or all N >>, 4m 
HT + T'H + H 2 = g + W, 
where II vii., < ~ and 
7- I  
W := (Wy,k)rk=o with w i.k = 0 
(5.2) 
.[br 2m ~< j + k ~< 2N - 2 - 2m. (5.3) 
Proof. By construction, we have 11TI[ 2 ~< r, I HII2 ~< r. Since t e / I ,  there exists 
m = m(;:) such that 
Then 
with 
~: (5.4) It~l < 6--T" 
Ikl =-,,~-~-! 
T = T,: + T~, H = H,: + HB (5.5) 
I',: :-- toeplitz((Om~',,t-(m,l),...,t-!N-Ii), (Om+l,t,,,-~l,...,t,~-l)), 
TB := toeplitz((t,,,... ,t_,,,,o~,_,,_l), (to,...  ,t,,,ON-,,,-Z)), 
H,: := hankel((o,,,, t_(,,,, l i , . . . ,  t-(N-~2),0), (Ore, tin,l, . . . .  iN-2, 0)),~ 
H~ := hankel((t_,,...,t_,,,,os_,,,), (h . . .  ,tin,ON-m)), 
where we obtain by Eq. (5.4) that [IT,:[I2 <~/6z,  llH~II2 ~< r,/6z. Substituting 
Eq. (5.5) into Eq. (5.2), we obtain the desired decomposition 
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HT  + T'H + H 2 -- (H~. + Ha)(  r~ Jr Ts) 
+ (T'~. + T'B)(H, + Ha) + (H, + Ha) 2 
= (HT,  + T',H + H, TB + T'BH, + H ,H  + HBH,) 
+ (T;Ha + Ha Ta + H2B). rq 
Theorem 5.3. Let t -- {ti~ }keZ E II with Iltll~ - T be given and let T = TN be the 
corresponding Nth Toeplit z matrix. Then, for all e > O, there exists m = re(e) 
such that for  all N >1 2m 
T'T = C 'DC + V + W, 
where D denotes ome diagonal matrix, 
N- i  
W := (wj.k)j.k=o with wy.k = 0 for  m <~j + k <<. 2N - 2 - m, 
and where II vii2 < ~. 
Proof. Let H = HN denote the Nth Hankel matrix associated with t. Then it 
follows by Theorem 3.1(ii) that 
r ' r  = (r '  + H-  H) (T  + H-  H) 
= (C'DoC + s 'bhc -  H)(C'D.C + c'b~s- H), 
where 
and 
a=aN+l := (2to, t-I +t t , . . . , t - tN - I   + tN-t,0)' E [~N+l 
• . )t [ ]~N-I  
b --- bN- I  : - -  ( t - i  - t t ,  • , t - iN - I )  - -  tN-I E 
Do = diag(do,... ,dN-~,ds)', (do,... ,dN)' := CtN.la, 
bh = diag(0, d , , . . . ,  dN-, ,0)', (d0,... ,ds-, ), := ,~N_,b . - , t  
By C~(C~)' = IN, we further obtain that 
r ' r  = C'O~C + s'b~s + c'oob~s + s'b~a,,c 
- H(T, H) - ( r '  + t t )H  + H-' 
and by Theorem 3.1(ii) that 
with 
T'T = C'D~C + c'b~c - Hb~ + ilo,~,, - (HT + T'H + H") (5.6) 
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Set 
H~ := shankel(ut,.. . , /gN), 
,, 2 (o ,~ ,~ ,  o)' (~0, . . . ,~ ,  :=~'~+,  , . . . ,  _ , , 
~-~bi, Da : - -  ahankel(Vl , . . . ,  VN._i, 0), 
, ), 2 -i (dldl, • dx-la's-I)'. (t,, . . . ,v~_,  := fis~,_, .. , 
/ / :=  Hb2 - Hobo,, --- hanke l ( (w, , . . . ,  ws), (w_ , , . . . ,  w_s)) (5.7) 
with ws = W_s = us, wk = u~. - v~, w_k = uk + t,k (k = I , . . .  ,N - 1). Then we 
have for all N E I%1 that 
2N- I  
= - i )  d;, 
WS N k=! 
IwNI < ~ II&~,_,bll_; <~ I bll~ ~ Ilbll; < ~-'. (5.8) 
Moreover, we get by Theorem 3.10) for the first row w := (wl, . .  ws-! of i-/ 
that 
2 , 
O) RxSv_tb w= ~Rs~ "1 diag(0,31 3~-t. ' -t N~I • ~ ' ' ' '  , ' 
! ~!  
2 ,~v ,Riv diag(d,,,., dr)RN&v_tb 
= toep l i t z ( ( - to , - t l , . . . , - t s -2 ) ,  ( - to , - t _ i , . . . , - t  cs-2!))b 
+ hanke!((t_2,. . .  ,t_(s_21,bN_ i, 0), (t,_,... ,tN--2,--bN--I, O))b. 
Thus, we obtain for all N E N that 
IIwl!~ -<- 2 ~'2. 
Similarly, we conclude that 
I f (w- l , . . . ,  w-<~-,,)'ll, < ~2. 
Together with Eq. (5.8), we see that i/satisfies the assertion of Lemma 5.1. 
Hence, for fixed ~: > 0, there exists th = rh(~.) > 0 such that for all N >i 2d~ 
/ - /=  I," + tk' (5.9) 
with IIVll 2 ~<e/2, w = hankel((wl,....w,,,os_,,),(w_l,...,w_,,,ON_m)). Fur-
thermore, by Lemma 5.2, there exists ~ = rh(~:) > 0 such that for N sufficiently 
large 
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(HT + T'H + H") = t" + I'V (5.10) 
with 11 VII_, <~ ~/2 and with a low rank matrix W of the form Eq. (5.3). Applying 
Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) in Eq. (5.6), we obtain the as,~ertion 
r ' r  = c'(o] + b )c + (¢'-  + ¢v-  a, 
with m := max{ih, 2d~}. !-1 
Lemma 5.4. For m > 0 and N > 2m, let V E ~N,N with [I vii2 < ,:/2 and 
W := (wj.k x-  i )i.~-=o with w i.~ = 0 ./or m <~ j + k <~ 2N - 2 - nl, 
N-I be given. Set ¢,J := )-']j.~:-o wi.k]. Then, for N > 4to/e., 
II,~(c~( v + w)(cl~')')llz < ,:. 
Note that for f ixed m, the vahw ~o does not depend on N. 
Proof. On the one hand, we obtain that 
Ila(C,'~! v(c')',~, )11_~  II c'.~, v(c~)'ll.~ = II Vll_~ < ,:/2. 
and on the other hand that 
I ,S( cl~ w( c~ )')ll~. 
IZ , ,  ~--, ,,(2i+1 )x ,,( 2k+l  )hi max ~:,.')" ), wi~ cos cos <~ I , ,o ...... v l  2N 2N 
i.k I 
<~ 2,,,/N < ~:/2 (N > 4,o/~:). 
Now summatiov, implies the assertion. [-1 
Theorem 5.5. Let t = {t~ }kc: E I i  with Iltll~ ---: v he given and let Tx he the 
corresponding N th Toeplit: matrix. Moreover. assmne that the singtdar vahws oJ' 
TN are larger than 7> 0 fi~r all N E [~. Let Mx- -M,v (  T'v Tx) denote the 
opthmd preconditioner t4". TI~ Tx in .~./t'~'. Then the e(~eni'ahtes o.f M~, I T',,~ TN are 
clustered at 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, we see that IIM~, 1112 < I/;, for all N E N. Let 1: > 0 be 
fixed. Then we obtain by Eq. (5.1), Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.4 that for N 
sufficiently large, there exists M E N independent of N such that 
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t ,~ I ,~ ( ' , ! !  r,r  - M . ,  = v , .  + w, -  + 
= Ux + WN, 
where WN is of low rank M and where IIU ll_, < Now 
M-I/2T ' TNM~ I/2 -- Ix = M~I /2UxM7¢ I/2 M7,,I/ '( 't", A'f-I/2 N N , , -]- ,,~ ,~, ~wl N 
= + i f , , .  
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where II VNII2 ~ and where the rank of I~N is at most M. Since Vx and I~,v are 
symmetric matrices, we can apply Cauchy's interlace theorem [37]: which im- 
plies that for N sufficiently large, at most M eigenvalues of ~'.v + W~, have ab- 
solute value greater than e.. Now the assertio'a follows since M~ ~/'- T'~, T,x,M,~, /'- 
and M~ I T~, Tx possess the same eigenvalues. [] 
Remark. Under the above assumptions on Tx it was proved that the 
eigenvalues of (M~, I TN)*(M~I TN). where MN = CN(TN) denotes the optimal 
circulant preconditioner of T,v, are clustered at 1 [13,34]. In general, the 
eigenvalues of (MN I TN)'(M-~, I TN) are not clustered at I, if Mx is the optimal 
t I xN- I  trigonometric preconditioner of Tx. If Tx = ~,j-k)j.k=o with to = 1 and 
tk =- t_~ (k = !, . . . .  N -  1), then the optimal trigonometric preconditioners 
of TN are  MN--IN, i.e. we have no preconditioning. If, for example, 
t-i = -t l  = 2 and t~ = 0 (Ikl > !), tiaen the matrices T,_x+l (N 6 ~) satisfy the 
assumption of Theorem 5.5. However, the eigenvalues of T'v + !T.,x, ! are given 
by 9 - 8 cos (./n/(N -t- I )) (j = 0 . . . . .  N ). I--1 
6. Construction of optimal preconditioners of T'T 
In this section, we explain how optimal trigonometric preconditoners of 
T~, T,~, can be constructed with O(N log N) arithmetical operathms. In contrast 
to the construction of optimal trigonometric preconditioners of Tx, we are 
confronted with the fact that T' TN is not a Toeplitz matrix. Again, we consi- N 
der only C!l-preconditioners. The approach for the DST-I, DST-II, DST-IV ,~, 
and DCT-IV follows the same lines. For the construction of the optimal pre- 
conditioner MN = Mx( T'~ Tx) we use the representation Eq. (4.7) of Mx with 
the basis {B~:k = 0 . . . .  ,N -  1} of.o/c~ [6,17]: 
¢-,tt~, diag( U, (c, ) ))'i ~,' C~t,, := (--N, 
where ct := cos hr/N and where U~ denetes the kth Chebvshev polynomial of 
second k#ld 
U~(x) : -  sin((k + l)arccos x)/sin(arccos x) (x E (-1,  1)). 
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Moreover, we apply that {Bak: k = 0, . . . ,  N - 1 } with 
B~ := (C~)' diag(Tk N-! U (CI))I= 0 C N 
= stoeplitz e k' + shankel e~' _! (k = 1,. .. , N - 1), (6.1) 
e_l "= ON, and with the kth Chebyshev polynomial off irst  kind 
Tk(x) := cos (k arccos x) (x E [-1,1]), 
is another basis of  ,4c,,  . Both bases are related by 
B~ = Bto `= I, S ' /=  2B~, (6.2) 
B n " 2Bti 2, , 1 ,  i =B).:- ,+  ( j=  ... N -  ) 
where the last equation follows by/.!j = Uj-z + 2Tj. Now we have by Eq. (4.7) 
that 
N-  I 
M,v=Z~kB~ 1 
k=-O 
with 
( (, 
= a- '¢ '  a .= := / ,=0 
Clearly, we are not interested in MN itself, but in the diagonal matrix diag d 
with 
M~ = (C~)' (diag d)C~. (6.3) 
If at is known, then we obtain diag d by 
N-  I N - I  
diag d = x-- I , ,  .I, ii), = Z~k (Uk (el) , 2..,~k tN Uk (C,. v diag )~']l 
i.e. by definition of UA by 
N -I ~:"k 
d,, = ~ (k + 1)~,, d,. = s inkn/N (k = ! . . . .  ,N - I), (6.4) 
k l) 
v~l  - i  x - i  
Thus the construction o ld  from given at requires O(N log N) arithmetical op- 
erations. It remains to find an efficient construction of the coefficient vector at. 
Therefore we use the following lemmata. 
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Lemma 6.1 The inverse matrix o f  (7 ((B~ I B~I) \ N- I  "= is given b), 
* ' )j,k=O' 
¢3 0 -1  '~ 
0 2 0 -1 
-1  0 2 0 -1  
G_ l _  1 . . . .  
2N . . . .  
-1  0 2 0 -1  
-1  0 3 -2  
-1 -2  3.~'-,_ 
N j 
such that the vector multiplication with G -i can be computed with O(N) arith- 
metical operations. 
Proof. We show that G -I G = I. By definition, we have for the (k, l)th entry of 
G that 
gk.i = (B~I,B~ I) = tr((B~) ' '''ttik ) 
N- I  
= 
j=O 
Then we get for 1 = 2 , . . . ,  N -  3 that 
N- I  
2gk., - gk.,-2 - gk.t+2 = ZUk(c i )  (2V,(c i )  -Ut_ : (c j )  - Ut ,2(C j ) )  
and further since j=o 
2Ut(x) - Ut-2(x) -  Uv~,..(x) = 4(1 -x ' )Ut (x )  
and by definition of Ui that 
N- I  
2gk.t - gk,l-2 -- gk.l+2 "- 4 Z 
1--I 
= 2N 6k.t 
(k = 0 , . . . ,  N - 1; l = 2 , . . . ,  N - 3). Straightforward 
l = 0, 1, N - 2, N - 1 completes the proof, n 
Set 
! N - I  
Then we obtain by the recurrence relation (6.2) that 
sin (k + l)jn sin ( /+ l)jn 
N N 
computat ion for 
f l~  _ .  II ! flk-2+flk (k=2, . . . ,N - l ) .  (6.5) 
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Thus we can compute lJu from f f  with O(N) additions. The following construc- 
tion of ff is based on an idea of Tyrtyshnikov [33]. We split 
T = T,v = ~ j-.~jj,k=o into a lower and an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix 
T= TL+ TR 
with diagonal entries to/2. Then we obtain that 
+(T'LTR+ (k=0,...,N-1). (6.6) 
We consider the summands on the right-hand side. The matrix T~ TR + T~ TL is 
a symmetric Toeplitz matrix. The matrices T'tTL and T'rTr have lost their 
Toeplitz structure. For A E R N'N, we introduce the vectors s(A) = (Sk(A)),:O,N-~ 
h(A) (&(A ~'-! = A .,v-, = ))k=0 and h(A) (/~k())k=o by 
s~(A) := (A,stoepl i tz( (~)-2ek))  (k = 0, . . .  ,N - 1), 
&(A)  := (A, hankel(e~,O)) (k =O, . . . ,N  - 2), 
[~k(A) := (A,hankel(O, ek)) (k = 0, . . . ,N -  2). 
Set h_ t := 0 and/~_ ~ := 0. Then it follows by Eq. (6.1) that 
(a,n~) = (,:~)%(a) +/ ,~_,(a)  + i,~_,(a) (k =O, . . . ,U -  l). (6.7) 
~''  )I. Lemma 6.2. Let A "= T' L TR + T'rTL and let r := T'r(t(),t I • ,tN-I Then 
sk(,'l) = 2(N-/, ')r~ (k =0 . . . . .  N -  1), 
ho(A) = to, hi(A) = 2 rl, 
h~(A) = 2 r~ + hk. a(A) (k = 2, . . . .  N - 2), 
~(A)  =/ ,~(a)  (~ = o, . . . .  N - 2). 
Proof. Since A = stoeplitz r, the assertion follows by definition of s,h and 
h. [:1 
.~ )N-I 
Lemma 6.3.  Let A :=  T' r Tr and let r :=  (~:~v)'t-k . Then 
/ k :-:0 
s(A) = 2 hankel(Nro, (N - I)rl . . . . .  rx_, ), (0 . . . . .  0, rx_l))r, 
ho(A) = xo, hi(A) = xl, 
h~(A) = h~ 2(A) +xk (k = 2 . . . .  ,N - 2), 
£(A)  : y . /2,  i , , (a) = y,, 
a,(A) = a, ,{A) +y,  (k = 2 ,  ,N -  2), 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
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where 
X:= r'Rr; 
y "-- hankel(2(ro, rl, . . . .  rNi  ), (-r2, -r3,. • •, --rv-i, O, 2rx_ i ))r. 
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Proof. Since TR is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix, we have that 
aj.k = aj_l,k_! + 13rk (j, k = 1, . . . ,  N - 1). 
Consequently, we obtain that 
(6.11) 
N-k-I  N- I -k  
Sk=2Zay+k4= Z (N - j -k ) t3~kr i  
j=O j=U 
which yields Eq. (6.8). The recursions Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) follow by straight- 
forward calculation from Eq. (6. I1). [] 
Lemma 6.4. Let B := T' e TR amt h,t J := shankel e~,_ i demote the Nth count- 
eridentiO,. Then 
sk(B) = sk(J 13J) (k = 0 . . . . .  N - 1), 
hk(B) = ht ( J  B J )  (k = O . . . . .  N - 2), 
Ilk(B) = hk(J  B J )  (It" = 0 . . . . .  N - 2), 
such that s(B),h(B) and ii(B) can he computed br Eqs. (6.8)-(6.10). 
Proof. The relations for s(B), h(B) and Jl(B) follow by definition of J. By 
J r',. T, J = (J J)' (J r, J) 
and since 
g TL J = toeplitz( (t0,. . . ,  t,~_ i ), (to, 0, . . . ,  0) ) 
is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix, we can calculate s(B),h(B) and h(B) by 
"~ . [ ]  Eqs. (6.8)-(6.10) with A = JB J  and r = (~iY)'tk/k=: ° 
N- I  Theorem 6.5. Let TN :=  (tj-k)j.k= O. T/wn the opt#hal preconditioner MN E .4c ,  
o f  T' u TN can be constructed with O(N log N) arithmetical operations. 
Proof. We compute ff by Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) and by the Lemmata 6.2-6.4. 
Taking into account hat the multiplication of a vector with a Toeplitz matrix 
or a Hankel matrix requires O(N log N) operations, the whole construction of 
ff takes O(N log N) arithmetical operations. From /I t we compute /I n by 
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Eq. (6.5) with O(N) additions. Using Lemma 6.1, we get at := G-I~ H at the 
cost of O(N) arithmetical operations. Finally, the DST-I in Eq. (6.4) to obtain 
d from at needs O(N log N) arithmetical operations and we are done with an 
arithmetical complexity of O(N log N). [:] 
Remark. We can use similar ideas for the construction of the optimal 
Iv S~_ l ,S~an d 1~, trigonometric preconditioners with respect o the C N , S N . For 
the corresponding bases of ~ON 
~dim - ! Odim B~ :--" ~dim diag(Tk(c, J , t=o 
I = stoeplitz ek + hankel(u~, p~), 
• ~dim - ! Odim B~. / "-- O/dim d iag(Uk(c , ) s ,=0 
we obtain 
G- I= 1 
K 
where 
(3  
0 
-1 
0 -1 
2 0 -1 
0 2 0 -1 
-1 0 2 
-1 0 
-1 
0 -1 
gl g2 
g2 g3 ) 
~dim 
Sts_l 
s ly N 
ct dim uk vk K gl g2 g3 
cos I_~ N ek-i ek-I 2N 3 -2  3N-2 N N 
COS (21+l)n 2N N e~ -i -ek - t  2N 1 0 1 
cos (t+t)~ N-  1 --ek-2 -ek-2 2N + 2 2 0 3 s 
COS (l+l)n N --ek-I -ek-! 2N 3 2 3N-2 N -W-- 
COS (214-Iln 2N N --ek-i ek-t 2N 1 0 1 
Note that the construction of the optimal preconditiotier with respect o C~v v or 
S~' is especially simple• 
7. Numerical results 
Finally, we present examples of nonsymmetric Toeplitz systems (1.1) 
for which the preconditioning of the normal equation by an optimal 
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trigonometric preconditioner MN "-- MN(  T N TN) of T~ TN significantly acceler- 
ates the convergence of the CG-method. The algorithms were realized for the 
optimal preconditioners with respect o the DCT-II, the DST-II, the DCT-IV 
and the DST-IV,respectively. Clearly, we can also use the DST-I precondition- 
er. Note that for symmetric Toeplitz matrices, the DST-I preconditioned CG- 
method for the solution of Eq. (1.1) shows a similar convergence behaviour as 
the DST-II preconditioned CG-method. 
The fast computation of the preconditioners in the initial step and the compu- 
tation of the preconditioned CG-method (PCG-method) were implemented in 
MATLAB and tested on a Sun SPARCstation 20. The fast trigonometric 
transforms appearing both in the initialization and in the PCG-steps were taken 
from the C-implementation based on [2,31] by using the cmex-program. 
As transform length we choose N = 2 n. The right-hand side bN of Eq. (1.1) 
is the vector consisting of N ones. The PCG-method starts with the zero vector 
and stops if IlrUlll2/llr(°lll2 < 10 -7, where r(j) denotes the residual vector after j
iterations. Our test matrices are the following four Toeplitz matrices 
N- I .  
TN = (tj-k)j.k:0 
(i) (see [26]) 
l / l og(2 -  n), n~< - 1, 
t.= I / ( log(2)+l ) ,  n=O,  
l / ( l  +n), n >t I. 
(ii) (see [26]) 
2, n=0,  
t,, = -0.7t,,,t, n~< - !, 
0.9t,,_.i, n >t I. 
( i i i )  Here  we use the Toeplitz matrices TN arising from the generating function 
f (x)  = x2e 
(iv) 
-1.5, n=- l ,  
2, n = 0, 
t,, = 0 .5 ,  n = I, 
0, else. 
As expected, also for large transform lengths N, the initialisation and each 
PCG-step can be computed in a very fast way which reflects the arithmetic 
complexity of O(N log N) for these computations. We compare three different 
methods. The second columns of the following tables show the number of 
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iterations of the PCG-method applied to the normal equation without pre- 
conditioning. The columns 3 and 4 contain the numbers of iterations required 
by the CG-method applied to 
(Miv ! TN)'(M~ I TN)XN = (MN ! TN)'MNtbN, (7.1) 
where MN denotes the optimal trigonometric preconditioner of TN with respect 
to the DCT-II and the DST-II, respectively. The columns 5-8 contain the num- 
bers of iterations required by the PCG-method applied to 
Miv ! r N TNXN M~ I ' -- TNbN, (7.2) 
where MN denotes the optimal trigonometric preconditioner of T N TN with res- 
pect to the DCT-II, DST-II, DCT-IV and the DST-VI, respectively. We com- 
pare our results with the GMRES-rnethod applied to the original problem 
MN I TNXN -- MNibN • (7.3) 
Again, MN denotes the optimal trigonometric or circulant preconditioner of
TN. Here we avoid the transition of Eq. (1.1) to the normal equation. The ninth 
columns contain the number of iteration steps of the GMRES-method without 
preconditioning. Since the optimal trigonometric preconditioners are symmet- 
ric, we expect no good convergence behaviour of the corresponding PCG- 
method. The tenth columns confirm these expectations. Finally, the last 
columns contain the number of iterations of the GMRES-method with the op- 
timal circulant preconditioner (see Ref. [35]). The number of iteration steps in 
the last columns of the T~bles I, 2 and 4 are compatible with the number of 
iteration steps required by our new preconditioning method. Our precondition- 
ing uses the normal equation of Eq. ( I. 1 ) but avoids complex arithmetic. Note 
that very ill-conditioned Toeplitz matrices will be handled in a forthcoming paper. 
Although not all matrices in our examples fulfil the assumptions of Theo- 
rem 5.5, the preconditioning with an optimal trigonometric preconditioner of
Table I 
Number of iterations Ibr example: (i} 
CG applied PCG applied to GMRES applied to 
to Eq. (7.1) Eq. (7.2) Eq. 17.3) 
,, Iv C~( S~( C t~( S~! C"  S~! Ix C u Fx .V N 
7 24 II 10 8 15 14 !1 22 15 7 
8 32 12 II 8 17 15 I ! 28 18 8 
9 43 14 13 8 19 17 I! 34 21 8 
10 57 18 16 9 2(I 19 II 43 25 8 
I I 86 20 ! 9 9 211 2(I 12 54 30 8 
12 ! 2 ! 25 22 9 22 22 12 >7(1 36 8 
! 3 ! 76 30 28 9 22 22 12 >7(! 40 8 
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Table 2 
Number of iterations for example (iiJ 
289 
CG applied to PCG applied to Eq. (7.2} GMR ES applied to 
Eq. (7.1) Eq. (7.3) 
,, t,~ c'~! s'~ c",, S" c", s'",, t,, c"~, r,~ 
7 34 44 44 9 12 9 14 >70 >70 8 
8 43 47 50 8 !1 8 13 >70 >70 8 
9 53 50 52 7 10 8 12 >70 >70 8 
10 59 50 53 7 9 7 !1 >70 >70 8 
I1 50 50 53 6 9 7 !0 >70 >70 8 
12 58 +9 53 6 8 7 10 >70 >70 8 
13 56 48 54 6 8 7 9 >70 >70 8 
T' TN accerelates the convergence of the CG-method significantly. Further ex- N 
tensive numerical tests (see Ref. [28]) with matrices from [8,9] show that at least 
one of oar trigonometric preconditioners works better than the circulant pre- 
conditioners. 
Except for the second example, where the condition numbers of TN are 
bounded for N ~ c~, the number of iterations differs, if we apFly the precon- 
ditioners with respect to DCT-II and DST-II. Heuristically, this can be ex- 
plained by the different structures of .~'/c" and .4sg and how "'good" our 
example matrices fit into this structure (see +Fable 3). A general criterion for the 
choice of the optimal trigonometric preconditioner would be interesting. In this 
direction, it is remarkable, that the optimal preconditioner MN(T,v) E .~'gc", of 
• ~ 
the auto-covariance matrix Ta, := (pt/-~s)~f! 0 is "asymptotically eqmvalent : to 
TN if N -+ ~,  p ---+ l, while the optimal preconditioner MN(TN) E .4s~ of 
TN is "asymptotically equivalent" to TN if N --+ oc. p ~ 0 [29]. 
/ .  xM-  I .N -  i Now let T := ~tj-k)/~ O.k--O denote a real (M x N) - Toeplitz matrix of rank 
N (M t_- N). We are interested in the solution of least squares problems 
Table 3 
Number of iterations for example (iii} 
CG applied to PCG applied to Eq. {7.2} GMRES applied to 
Eq. {7. i } Eq. (7.3} 
n i ~. C~! S"  C"  11 . . • .v .~, S~, C v S v l.v S~t Fv  
5 84 72 68 29 21 47 24 32 32 !4 
6 311 124 176 52 26 84 39 64 53 16 
7 1226 264 412 116 33 173 63 >70 >70 18 
8 5220 626 980 256 40 405 136 >70 >70 21 
9 >1000 1741 3341 664 74 1031 310 >70 >70 27 
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Table 4 
Number of iterations for example (iv) 
CG applied to PCG applied to Eq. (7.2) GMRES applied to 
Eq. (7.1) Eq. (7.3) 
n 1N C~ S~ C~ S~ C~v r SIN r 1N S~ FN 
6 88 21 37 21 9 25 16 64 36 11 
7 201 31 67 27 8 31 19 >70 53 11 
8 435 45 125 36 8 39 24 >70 >70 12 
9 929 66 294 47 9 72 32 >70 >70 12 
Table 5 
Number of iterations for example (v) 
PCG applied to Eq. (7.2) 
n M IN CI~ S~ C~',' S~" 
4 32 22 9 20 19 18 
5 64 46 10 29 28 24 
6 128 75 9 28 25 20 
7 256 125 8 23 19 17 
8 512 167 8 18 16 15 
9 1024 193 8 16 15 13 
min !lbN - rxNII2 (7.4) 
by the PCG-method applied to the corresponding normal equation. Circulant 
preconditioning of the normal equation of Eq. (7.4) was considered in [8,9] (see 
Table 4). Following the lines of Section 6, the computation of the optimal trigo- 
nometric preconditioner is straightforward. We consider the following example 
(v): (see [9]) 
e °'llk-ll', k=-N+l , . . . ,0 ,  
tk:= e_0.1k 2 k= 1, M- I  
,~ . . . ,~  • 
The number of iteration steps for the different optimal trigonometric precondi- 
tioners are contained in Table 5. 
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